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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses three of Andrew Marvell's
posthumously pUblished lyric poems, "The Picture of little
T.C. in a Prospect of Flowers," "The Nymph complaining for
the death of her Faun," and "The Garden." Surveys of
representative modern critical literature reveal widely
divergent approaches to the poems. The readings offered
here approach the poems through explorations of the
narrators's responses to powerful experiences of beauty and
emotional intensity.
Each of the poems is found to be, in some sense, about
the composition of poetry, and the voices of the narrators
can be understood to be those of poet/narrators. Each of
these poems deals differently with issues of engagement
versus disengagement. The narrator of "T. C." is frankly
distanced from the young girl who inspires his poetic
admiration. He is intent, throughout the poem, on
transforming her into an object or image for contemplation.
The nymph, of "The Nymph complaining," narrates her own
reminiscence, revealing a union with her beloved fawn that
cannot be broken without destroying her. The narrator of
"The Garden" has the felicitous capacity to fully engage
with an experience of timeless beauty yet, he also emerges
from this experience prepared to engage in the world of
natural order.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Andrew Marvell died in 1678 without pUblishing, or
apparently having made any plans for pUblishing, his
Miscellaneous Poems. There is no evidence to suggest that
the poems circulated privately during his life time. We
appear to owe the pUblication of some of the finest lyrics
ever written in English to the most unliterary of motives.
Two years after Marvell's death the book was pUblished by
v/
his nephew and his ho~sekeeper to bolster her claim to be
"Mrs. Marvell," an identity which she had assumed as part
of a conspiracy to recover funds from the estate of the
late Member of Parliament for Hull. I speak of Marvell,
here, as M.P. rather than as poet because, without the
serendipitous pUblication of that small book of lyrics, he
would surely be remembered primarily for his political
service and not as a lyric poet.
The circumstances of their pUblication make it very
difficult to determine the dates or histories of these
poems. (Obviously, even the little information we have from
Mary Palmer "Marvell" cannot be. easily trusted.) Explicit
references to historical individuals or events such as
those in "An Horatian Ode Upon Cromwell's Return From
Ireland" or "Upon Appleton House, to my Lord Fairfax"
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identify dates before which those poems cannot have been
written; however, there is no reason to say that they could
not have been written some time after the events they
describe. Attempts to use literary sources and influences
to establish dates for these poems are even more difficult
because differentiating the influence from the influenced
can be a tricky problem. And, of course, there is also the
third possibility of cornmon influences when similarities
are found in two works.
It has been assumed for many years that Marvell wrote
most of his lyric poems in the early 1650's during the time
he was living at Nun Appleton and tutoring the daughter of
Lord Thomas Fairfax. Fairfax had just withdrawn from a
prominent and successful military career as his opinions
began to diverge increasingly from those of Oliver
Cromwell. The young Marvell is assumed to have been
strongly influenced by the example of the older man's
literary activities and interests. Many of the lyric poems
demonstrate a concern with the necessity of choosing
between a life of retirement and one of activity in the
pUblic sphere. The classical topos would seem to have been
a timely and natural one for the young man to take up, not
only because he was participating in the Fairfax
household's retirement from pUblic affairs, but also
because he must have been debating his own future course.
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By the end of 1652 he had chosen to return to London and
eventually established himself as pUblic figure.
Allan Pritchard challenges the assumption that the
lyric poems were completed during the Nun Appleton period.
He attempts to demonstrate that "The Garden" was composed
at a much later date by establishing that Abraham Cowley's
Several Discourses by Way of Essays in Verse and Prose
(1668) and Katherine Philips's Poems (1667) strongly
influenced Marvell's composition. Pritchard points out that
if "The Garden," a poem traditionally linked with "Appleton
House" and the Mower poems as a product of the Nun Appleton
period, might have been written or at least been under
revision as late as 1672, our ideas about the composition
of all of the lyrics need to be re-examined (386-387).
It has long been believed that after disengaging from
the Fairfax household, Marvell's interest in lyric poetry
gave way to an interest in public events and a different
type of verse, pUblic poetry which was largely satiric,
polemical and occasional (Falls, 361). But Pritchard's view
on the dating of "The Garden" opens up new ways of
picturing Marvell's poetic career. He may have continued to
work on lyric poems long after embarking on public life.
Pritchard's suggestion that Marvell sustained an interest
in working in the lyric form throughout his life, makes it
all the more curious that he never pUblished or circulated
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the poems.
Marvell has been criticized for political
inconsistencies in his verses but Donald Hall points out
how complex the politics of the day were: "One could stand
to the parliament side on a dozen issues, and to the court
side on a dozen others--at the same time, without
inconsistency, much less hypocrisy" (434). In the satires,
which were, finally, pragmatic tools, Marvell "could sound
dogmatic and single minded" from various and sometimes
opposed positions (434). But Marvell's lyric commentary on
pUblic events is marked by an ambivalence and complexity
which mimics the complexity of human experience and makes
great poetry. "It is a mark of Marvell's honorable manyness
that, had he pUblished the 'Horatian Ode' in his lifetime,
he would have been in trouble with both regicide and
loyalist" (435).
Leaving aside the political lyrics, which Marvell must
have refrained from publishing as an act of self-
preservation, we can conjeoture that Marvell felt that his
lyrics were not sUfficiently fashionable to merit pUblic
notice. He worked in~ traditional poetic style, relying
largely on graceful tetrameters and the extravagant
metaphors of the metaphysical style. "To someone reading
his work late in the seventeenth century, Marvell must ha-"e
seemed reactionary--like Thomas Hardy writing rhymed lyrics
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in the heyday of 1920s modernism" (435). It was up to a
much later generation to respond to the unique qualities of
Marvell's lyric voice.
Julia Walker traces the rapid decline of the religious
lyric from Donne to Marvell, attributing the genre's
failure to an inevitable conflict between the depiction of
the private relationship of the poet and his God and the
poet's awareness of audience and generic expectation. She
discusses the transition that religious lyric underwent:
from a form primarily focused on devotional experiences to
one that was self-consciously concerned with its ability to
portray those experiences (39-40). Her analysis of
Marvell's "The Coronet" convincingly describes the poem as
the ultimate expression of this process: "the supposed
object of praise has become merely an occasion, a poetic
excuse, for self-conscious discussion of poetic art" (44).
Although the pure religious lyric in the style of John
Donne did not survive its own self-awareness, the impulse
to artistically portray experiences of transcendent beauty
and power did. Many of Marvell's private lyrics merge the
eclectic, metapoetic concerns of a well schooled poet and
the idiosyncratic vision of a creatively inspired
individual.
Marvell was not only old fashiOl.ed in his style; his
idea of himself as a poet was also old fashioned. His sense
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of social identity did not depend on his success as a
professional poet. He was a poet, but he was also a tutor,
a linguist, a bureaucrat, and a very active and responsive
member of Parliament (Hall, 435). The composition of these
exquisitely crafted lyrics may have been the sophisticated
private recreation of a pUblic man.
Modern appreciation of Andrew Marvell as a lyric poet
is often described as ~eginning with T.S. Eliot's 1921
essay on the tercentenary of Marvell's birth. In that essay
Eliot credits Marvell with the qualities of Imagination as
elucidated by Coleridge in Biogaphia Literaria:
This power ... reveals itself in the balance or
reconciliation of opposite or discordant
qualities; of sameness , with difference; of
the general with the concrete; the idea, with
the image; the individual with the
representative; the sense of novelty and
freshness, with old and familiar objects; a
more than usual state of emotion, with more
than usual order; jUdgement ever awake and
steady self-possession, with emthusiasm and
feeling profound or vehement ....
(Coleridge, 196-97)
Eliot found, in ~-Iarvell, a distinctive wit which is "not
only combined with, but fused into, the imagination" (255).
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Marvell, who could be said to have been initially
"discovered" as a nature poet by the Romantics, was
"rediscovered" by Modernist poets as part of their over-all
enthusiasm for the metaphysicals. In his famous essay, "The
Metaphysical Poets," Eliot had identified them as the last
to have written before "a disassociation of sensibility set
in, from which we have never recovered." They "possessed a
mechanism of sensibility which could devour any kind of
experience" (Eliot, 247). Eliot had said of them, "they
were, at best, engaged in the task of trying to find the
verbal equivalent for states of mind and feeling" (248).
These "verbal equivalents for states of mind or
feeling" experienced by an individual poet are mediated
through his creatures, his narrators, who may be explicit
or implied. The distinction between a poet's voice and the
voice created by a poet in a particular poem has been a
fundamental assumption of literary study for, at least,
forty years:
even a short lyric poem is dramatic, the
response of a speaker (no matter how
abstractly conceived) to a situation (no
matter how universalized) .~We ought to impute
the thoughts and attitudes of the poem
immediately to the dramatic speaker, and if to
the author at all, only by an act of
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biographical inference. (Wimsatt, 5)
Careful attention to the particular tone and dramatic
situation of each individual poem allows readers to
distinguish the unique voice or voices of that poem, a
necessary step in the formulation of an interpretive
approach to any given work (Brower, 171).
This paper will be seeking out the distinctive
qualities of the speaker I s voices in three of Andrew
Marvell's lyrics. The poems have much in common; they are
garden lyrics with clear narrative frames, each concerned
with a transient experience of great beauty. I agree with
those who believe that all of these poems are concerned
with the problems of writing poetry. The voices of the
narrators are radically different from each other but, by
'creating such diverse speakers, Marvell empowers himself to
give voice to experiences which still haunt and mystify his
best readers.
In liThe Picture of Little T. C. in a Prospect of
Flowers II the narrator immediately distances himself from
the evocative beauty of T.C. and transforms the charming
young girl into an emblematic object for contemplation, and
consequently, a source of at least as much anxiety as
pleasure.
In liThe Nymph complaining" the nymph narrates her own
story. We hear her try and discard a series of voices as
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she attempts to appropriate the languages of others in
order to define her grief. She cannot objectify her
privileged experience of the fawn's love. Her voice assumes
a highly personalized lyricism as she describes their
unified existence in the her garden but, with the death of
the fawn, her voice fades into conventionality.
Unlike the nymph's voice and that of the narrator of
"T.C.," the voice of the narrator in the "The Garden" is
both an engaged and an experienced one. The voice which
rejects the vanity of "uncessant Labours" "To win the Palm,
the Oke or Bayes" knows the exhaustion of "Passions heat."
He embraces his garden experience as whole heartedly as the
nymph embraces the experience of the fawn, but he has an
ability she lacks. Her voice achieves its perfection in a
terminal elegiac note. His voice is deepened and enriched
by the visionary experience in a way which promises new
growth in the gardens of poetry.
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CHAPTER 2
"The Picture of ~itt~e T.C. in a Prospect of F~owersn
(I) Michael Long explores the loss of childhood
innocence as a common concern of Vladimir Nabakov and
Andrew Marvell, each of whom portrays an exile "from a once
perfect world associated with childhood" as a separation
from the "source of riches of the imagination and mental
composure" (x). But neither of these writers is simply
nostalgic. The characteristic qualities of their works
arise from the tension and dialogue between the parts of
self which yearn for and admire the imaginative freedom of
childhood innocence an'd those which cannot escape the
worldly skepticism of adult perspective.
In "The Picture of Little T.e. in a Prospect of
Flowers" a still innocent child is observed by a narrator
who is "exiled" from the "Arcadia" of childhood (6). Long
characterizes the poem as a "a kind of celebration of her"
but is unable to say if the narrator is "nostalgic" or
"envious." He describes the narrator as "fearful of the
child's own imminent exile from the world of flowers and
greenery" and of her future participation in the adult
world. Long points out the "menace" in the strikingly
martial imagery Marvell uses to depict the nature of adult
life: "wounding, conquest, triumph, parley and surrender."
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The imagined death of "Little T.C.," like that of the fawn
in "The Nymph complaining," is an image of a child's death
which is in turn an "image(s) of the loss of innocence and
hope" (7). Long points out that it is not only the quality
of adult life, but the nature of time itself, which
threatens the innocence of "Little T.C." and finally dooms
"Arcadia."
The central premise of Margarita Stocker's book is
that Marvell shared, in common with many of his
contemporaries, a commitment to apocalyptic beliefs.
Stocker maintains that to view his work in the context of
those beliefs is to see a more coherent poet and fully
engaged pUblic man than the traditional image of Marvell
has allowed (xiii). She describes the poems as being
modeled on biblical prophecy, often expressing apparently
irreconcilable contradictions which are ultimately
synthesized in Final Images. This process mirrors the
anticipated reconciliation of the existence of evil in a
divinely ruled world when, in the End, all prophecies will
be fulfilled and "evil is redeemed by its participation in
God's design" (42-3). Stocker reminds her readers that such
apocalyptic beliefs were not only common, they were
essentially optimistic; the end of the world was regarded
"with hope and enthusiasm, as the triumph of God's saints
and of His Justice, and as the prelude to bliss" (xii).
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In Stocker's view, Marvell, like other Puritan poets,
integrated the traditional concept of poetry as a divinely
inspired art with the Calvinist belief in election by God
"so that a poet might become the chosen voice of God's will
in literary form" (112). Chiliast poetry, like Biblical
prophecy, is inherently paradoxical, being "at once secret
and revelatory" (112). Augustine had called history "God's
poetry. " Interpreters of events and readers of poetry
shared a need to "retain the sense of a real, individual
event within a grand supertemporal scheme" (113).
Stocker reads "T.C." as a poem which faces the
uncertainty of physical survival and the spiritual
fulfillment of an individual child and at the same time
considers the uncertain salvation of England (135). This
question was an even larger one than it would appear to
have been. The English had come to think of themselves as
God's chosen nation, "in the forefront of the Christian
effort to prepare the world for the Second Coming, which
would vanquish Antichrist and inaugurate the Millennium"
(1) •
The poem expresses a rhythm of alternating activism
and quietism appropriate to God's people anticipating the
last days. The innocence displayed in the opening stanza
of the poem and the reformatio~ of nature expressed in the
fourth stanza correspond to the patient quietism of
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expectant believers, while their activism is expressed in
the imagined future of sexual maturity related in the
second and third stanzas. The phrase "mean time"
introducing the fourth stanza is an especially significant
verbal marker for Marvell (and many of his contemporaries,
including Milton) denoting "that interval, especially of
the eschatological interval that remains before the
fulfillment of a prophetic event" (133). The concluding
stanza provides a synthesizing Final Image, the possibility
of the child's failure to achieve her high destiny, of her
physical and spiritual death. Marvell's use of Flora to
embody the threat to innocence may have been influenced by
an eclogue written by Edward Fairfax in which Flora is
treated as "the pastoral embodiment of the Scarlet Whore
and her flowers of carnality" (135). This image of Flora
integrates anxieties about the transience of beauty,
sexuality, and mortality with the eschatological concerns
of the day.
Robert Wilcher focuses his reading of "T. C." on the
narrator's "awareness of time" (74) and sees a movement
from pastoral to epic poetry within the poem:
The poet contemplates innocence through the
eyes of experience ... the gap between child and
adult provides a similar opportunity to that
between shepherd and poet for exploiting
14
different levels of awareness. (72)
As the narrator imagines T.e.'s future as a heroic young
woman, conquering cupid with a combination of beauty and
chastity, the poem moves from "pastoral to epic, from green
grass to military metaphors" (74).
From the opening couplet we are made aware that this
poem will· be concerned with the passage of time. Each
stanza bears a narrative or linguistic marker reenforcing
that concern. PUlling away from her imagined heroic future,
the narrator refocuses on the present, "mean time." The
narrator's plea that she use her privileged state to
"Reform the errours of the spring" suggests that her
pastoral paradise is flawed and hints at a potential
destruction which is more fully envisioned in the last
stanza.
Wilcher says that the poem ends in reflection and fear
that the majestic future foretold in the poem will not be
fulfilled if she should die an early death. He accepts
Margoliouth's identification of T.C. as a real child,
Theophila Cornewall, the daughter of friends of the
Marvells, born in 1644 and given the name of a sister who
had died in infancy. The identification is supported by
the translation of the name as "Darling of the Gods," used
by the narrator as an epithet for T.C. in the second stanza
(Margoliouth, 359-360).
-15
Wilcher notes subtle shifts in address; the poem
begins with an invitation to the reader and shifts to a
direct address to the child in the last line of the third
stanza: "Where I may see thy Glories from some shade" (1.
24). But in spite of this syntactical shift the poem
continues to feel more like an introspective meditation
than an actual conversation. Wilcher describes the poet as
"watching from a distance, ...with the sense of foreboding
which colours the time-conscious adult's perceptions of a
child at play" and making a
lament for the imperfections and
transitoriness of created nature [that] cannot
carry across the gulf that separates him--and
us--from the mind of a child not yet a prey to
the longings, dissatisfactions, and fears that
knowledge and experience bring. (76)
Christine Rees' commentary extends a traditional
debate found in Marvell's poetry between the contemplative
and the active modes of life to include a third choice, the
life of pleasure. The iconographic expression of this
dilemma is found in the widely represented myth of the
Judgment of Paris, understood to be a dilemma parallel to
the Christian Fall of Man. Ficino had argued the necessity
to integrate all three aspects into one's life. Rees sees
a similar argument treated in the Miscellaneous Poems,
16
however
Because he is writing lyrics not narrative,
Marvell does not need to devise a single
shaping myth for related ideas: the treatment
can be small-scale, provisional, individual.
(3-4)
Rees classes "T. C. " among Marvell's poems on vita
voluptuosa, the life of love and pleasure, although she
acknowledges that it is so characteristic of Marvell's
lyrics that it could be considered, with equal justice, in
either of the other categories.
"T.C." incorporates motifs in common with other love
poems including "anticipation of future triumph and
disaster, witty alarm at female power, the significance of
plucking flowers and the analogy with a girl's fresh
beauty" (86). The distinguishing quality in "T.C." is the
central importance Marvell gives to the girl's harmonious
relationship with nature, "a source of beauty, power and
pleasure in its own right," an importance at least equal to
that of her future ability to charm men (86).
Rees sees T.C. in a state of post-Iapsarian rather
than absolute innocence; her garden is Edenic but is not
Eden. The use of the comparative "Wilder flow'rs"
introduces a concept of discrimination and choice unknown
in Paradise. T. C is not content with contemplation of
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nature as it is; instead of surrendering to it she
"lectures even the roses in a spirit of improvement. In her
childlike behavior, the contemplative spectator sees the
seeds of the human desire to dominate that leads inexorably
to action" (141). In the second and third stanzas the
narrator foretells an epic future for the child as a
beautiful woman successfully warring against Eros. But the
narrator wills himself well out of the battle, determined
to cut off all but contemplative contact when the girl
achieves the age of romantic potential.
The fourth stanza returns us to the present, T.C. to
the garden. But Rees notes a qualitative difference in
this garden experience. Now the narrator is asking her to
reverse the effects of the Fall, an impossible task for the
girl, still an innocent child but inherently flawed by
original sin. Consideration of the "errours of the Spring"
embodied in the faults of the flowers expresses how
"Marvell's concern is with the fallen condition as such,
and with the shadow of transience that lies across the
garden" (145).
T.C. has been in that shadow from the beginning of the
poem, "encouraged to respond innocently to Created Pleasure
she is required to respect the divinity within nature as
well as above nature" (145). Marvell amends the carpe diem
injunction with the uncharacteristic cautionary "spare the
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buds." Rees sees the girl and the buds as alike, "with all
they represent of hope within the natural scheme of
things," in needing "special protection" (145). The power
to protect is complemented by the power to destroy in the
figure of Flora, a paradox familiar to Puritans in their
idea of all-determining divinity. For Rees, Marvell has
created a poem which insists simultaneously on the innate
imperfections of human nature and the possibility of
efficacious moral choices made out of a "relationship with
nature that is morally discriminating and ... instinctively
pleasurable" (146). "The ultimate lesson for little T.C.
is that her freedom even in her golden age is conditional,"
(145) but
The threefold life of contemplation, action
and pleasure is within the child's grasp in
the garden if she chooses wisely; and she is
watched over by the love of all those whose
hopes centre on her and on what she
sYmbolises. (146)
(II) Marvell immediately establishes a contemplative
distance between the narrator and the child. The title
itself generates a sense of distance by calling the poem a
"picture." Rosalie Colie remarks that "'The Picture of
little T.C.' is an exact poetic parallel to pictures of
children ringed with emblematic flowers indicating the
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transience both of childhood and beauty" (106). Marvell
compounds the sense of removal from a real child by placing
the image of T. C. in a "prospect." The word prospect
suggests a landscape viewed from a distance and, as Rees
points out, also conveys a sense of looking into the future
(140). The narrator opens the poem with a direct address
to the reader which explicitly makes the child a shared
object of contemplation: "See with what simplicity / This
Nimph begins her golden daies!" (11. 1-2). This distancing
is furthered by the narrator's mythologizing of the girl.
Calling her "Nimph" and speaking of her "golden daies"
bring to mind the far-removed perfection of the golden age
of classical myth at the same time that the garden setting
suggests both Eden and the natural setting of pastoral
poetry. The first stanza clearly establishes T.C. as an
image of innocence for the narrator.
A recognition of the significance of T.C. 's ability to
give names to the flowers and to tell the roses "What
Colour best becomes them, and what Smell" helps us
understand why the admittedly pleasant, but seemingly
unremarkable, sight of this young girl at play takes on
such enormous importance for the narrator (1. 8). The
bestowing of names was an act of great theological and
poetic importance. Adam I s first act of speech was the
naming of the animals (Genesis 2: 19-21), and it was
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generally believed to have been accomplished through
divinely inspired knowledge of their qualities, resulting
in names which corresponded to their natures. Adam was
considered the first and foremost natural philosopher.
Fallen men aspired to recover the perfect correspondences
between qualities and names characteristic of Adamic speech
(Ferry, 133). The naming of the animals had a special
significance to poets:
This biblical episode as it was usually
interpreted sanctioned belief in the power of
words over nature. By extension it could then
be used to make Adam's right naming available
as an analogy for the poet's divine force of
language. (133)
Siqney had spoken of the poet's privileged relationship to
created nature in An Apologie for Poetrie:
giue right honor to the heauenly Maker of that
maker, who, hauing made man to his owne
likenes, set him beyond and ouer all the
workes of that second nature, which in nothing
hee sheweth so much as in poetrie, when with
the force of a diuine breath he bringeth
things far surpassing her dooings, with no
small argument to the incredulous of that
first accursed fall of Adam: sith our erected
21
wit maketh vs to know what perfection is, and
o
yet our infected will keepeth vs from reaching
vnto it. (1:157; my emphasis)
Milton's Adam says "I nam'd them, as they pass'd, and
understood / Thir Nature, with such knowledge God endu'd /
My sudden apprehension ... " ("Paradise Lost" viii. 352-54).
Marvell, as John Leonard says of Milton, endows his female
figure with a share of Adam's "understanding of and
lordship over creation" (47). Milton's Eve grieves, as she
passes out of Paradise, for the flowers which she says "I
bred up with tender hand / From the first opIning bud, and
gave ... Names" ("Paradise Lost" xi. 276-7). Marvell's
narrator contemplates T.C. in a similar act of right naming
in the opening of the poem. The narrator's assumption that
Flora's "infants" are in their prime as buds parallels his
appreciation of T.C.'s powers in the brief interval of her
innocence. These powers suggest the "force of diuine
breath" in poetry which "maketh vs to know what perfection
is":
Mean time, whilst every verdant thing
It self does at thy Beauty charm,
Reform the errours of the Spring
(11. 25-27)
But as he imagines her maturity, he begins to f~ar that it
will cause her eventual exile from the garden:
22
Gather the Flow'rs, but spare the Buds;
Lest Flora angry at thy crime,
To kill her infants in their prime,
Do quickly make th' Example Yours;
And, ere we see,
Nip in the blossome all our hopes and Thee.
(11. 35-40)
The girl and the poet are linked by their common engagement
with created nature. As she contemplates and would improve
the flowers, he contemplates and would warn her. Her
expulsion from the garden would deprive him of an image of
perfection with which he can identify and to which he can
attach his poetic and spiritual aspirations. The child, in
her fresh beauty is an Edenic image of innocence linking
the poet/narrator with the ultimate source of authority for
his poetic voice and task.
The study of nature was often conceptualized as an act
of reading the marks of divinely determined
correspondences engraved on natural objects, creatures and
events. Reading 'the Book of Nature' was as essential to
finding lithe pathway back to man's original, Paradisal
state and to the God-source" as reading scripture (Abraham,
165). The poet/narrator's contemplation of T.e. as an image
of Edenic innocence is a rea~ing of her qualities in an act
of contemplative appreciation and an opportunity for
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artistic action leading towards the restoration of
Paradisal perfection. The voice of this poem seems to
belong to a narrator who identifies closely with the poetic
project and struggles to establish and maintain a
contemplative distance from its subject. But as the poem
proceeds, his obvious anxiety becomes an increasingly
important aspect of the poem.
The question which introduces the second stanza--"Who
can foretel for what high cause / This Darling of the Gods
was born!"--initiates an anxiety which dominates the rest
. of the poem (11. 9-10). The narrator speculates on the
future career of the real child, projecting a vision of her
as a woman so virtuous that capricious Eros shall "under
her command severe, / See his Bow broke and Ensigns torn"
(11. 13-14). He calls the man "Happy, who can / Appease
this virtuous Enemy of Man!" (11. 15-16) and pictures her
amorous conquests in overwhelmingly threatening military
language (11. 17-24). The sense of stanzas two and three is
ambiguous. Does he imagine the girl becoming coquettishly
cruel and never yielding, or is the man "Happy, who can /
Appease this virtuous Enemy of Man" fortunate in being
wedded to T. c. because of her exemplary chastity , i. e.
fidelity (11.15-16)? In either case, the "wounds" she
inflicts must be those necessary to protect her chastity,
the "cruelty" of a single-minded virtue.
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What is unambiguous in these stanzas is the narrator's
expression of anxiety and determination to further distance
himself from T.C. as she matures. The narrator's request,
"Let me~be laid, / Where I may see thy Glories from some
shade," compounds the sense of threat generated by the
military images (11. 23-24). The passive construction and
phrasing suggests burial, and the prospect of viewing
"Glories from some shade" could suggests a death bed as
easily as pastoral retirement. Donald M. Friedman remarks
that:
Marvell is ... carrying on the battlefield
diction by pretending to be a wounded, if not
slaughtered, lover; and the phrase suggests
that the 'shade' in which he asks to be laid
may indeed be the grave, presumably the only
place where he can be ultimately safe from the
scorching beauty of the adult T.C. (177)
As Spiers points out: "the poet appears to make an early,
subtle, allusion to mortality, a theme which becomes
explicit in the final stanza" (62).
I am suggesting that, in switching his contemplative
gaze from the girl to the imagined woman, Marvell has
turned his attention from an attempted reconstruction of
Eden to a vision of the future, constrained by human
imperfections, mortality and the inevitability of divine
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judgment. The second stanza opens with an open allusion to
prophecy: "Who can foretel for what high cause / This
Darling of the Gods was born!" (11. 9-10). Visual imagery,
suggestive of prophecy, dominates the third stanza. The
narrator would treat with her "conquering Eyes;" it is the
eyes that will have "force to wound" and "with their
glancing wheels, ... drive / In triumph over Hearts that
strive" (11. 18-21). The powerfully united images of
chariot wheels and eyes recall the vision of the Glory of
God departing from the temple at Jerusalem, an Old
Testament type for the Apocalypse. (Ezekiel 10:12). The
heart is a frequently used biblical trope, "a synecdoche
for the Christian himself, the stage for the whole of his
spiritual experience" (Lewalski, 101). The image of Edenic
innocence has given way to an image of jUdgment as "those
conquering Eyes;... / with their glancing wheels,
drive/In Triumph over hearts that strive" (11. 20-21).
The narrator withdraws from the anxieties expressed in
his contemplation of T.C.'s future by a return to
contemplation of her present state of "simplicity" in the
garden. The opening lines of this stanza--"Mean time,
whilst every verdant thing / It self does at thy Beauty
charm" (11. 25-26)--are reminiscent of these lines in "The
NYmPh complaining": "it seem'd to bless / Its self in me"
(11. 43-44). In both cases, the lines suggest that these
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extraordinary beauties, the fawn and T.C., are amalgams of
physical and spiritual qualities, having a power to enchant
nature and restore Edenic perfection. Their beauty, as
portrayed by the poet, may have powers akin to the powers
in the songs of Orpheus. Marvell illustrates a similar
effect on a much larger scale in "Appleton House," where
the beautiful and virtuous Maria, speaking "Heaven's
Dialect," is portrayed as the original source of nature's
essential beauty:
'Tis She that to these Gardens gave
That wondrous Beauty which they have;
She streightness on the Woods bestows;
To Her the Meadow sweetness owes;
Nothing could make the River be
So Chrystal-pure but only She;
She yet more Pure, Sweet, Streight, and Fair,
Then Gardens, Woods, Meads, Rivers are.
(11. 689-96)
The narrator calls on T.C. to use the power of her
beauty to improve on nature by correcting or reshaping (re-
form) specific "errours." TUlips lack the fragrance which
should properly correspond to their beauty, while roses,
symbolic of human passions and pleasure and favored by T.C.
in the first stanza, are improperly armed with thorns.
However, the narrator's presumption that nature requires
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reformation establishes that this is a post-lapsarian
garden. The narrator's most urgent request: "But most
procure / That Violets may a longer Age endure" is a
request that the girl somehow prolong her own innocence
(11. 31-32). This is the least possible of his demands.
Once her innocence becomes self-conscious, it is lost
forever, like that of Adam and Eve after discovering their
nakedness.
The power that the narrator wishes T.C. to exercise
here needs to be differentiated from that which she
displayed at the opening of the poem, where she had named
and identified the qualities proper to the flowers. Unlike
Maria of "Appleton House" whose innocence seems inviolable
and timeless, T.e. 's innocence is threatened by the passage
of time, so clearly tracked throughout the poem by explicit
temporal references. Rees comments that her
beauty is imperfect, as the child herself, for
all her innocence, is morally imperfect by
reason of original sin. She is asked to assume
an impossible task for reforming a fallen
earth. (144)
The poem ends with T.C., "Whom Nature courts with
fruits and flow'rs," precariously poised on the border of
innocence and experience (1. 34). The narrator's cautionary
words to T. C. :
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Gather the Flow'rs, but spare the Budsj
Lest Flora angry at thy crime,
To kill her Infants in their prime,
Do quickly make th' Example Yoursj
(11. 35-38)
bring the sense of threat to a culmination. As Colie says:
"She is a figure in the pastoral scene, herself carpens,
picking the flowers of transience all about her, but a
flower-element herself as well, in the 'prospect of
flowers'" (53). Rees tells us that the buds and the budding
child alike, " with all that they represent of hope within
the natural scheme of things, need to be under special
protection" (145). However, the power to protect entails
its converse. "Marvell mediates the idea of divine power
through the classical guise of Flora, who can also spare or
destroy at will" (145).
Although Flora is· represented as a figure of dual
capabilities, both protective and destructive, the movement
of the last stanza seems to be towards an inevitable loss.
The plea to "spare the buds" parallels the narrator's
futile request that the child prolong the tenure of
innocence by finding a way to ensure "That Violets may a
longer Age endure" (32). The final stanza reflects, in
miniature, the structure of the whole poe:.,. It opens with
an image of innocence in the garden, proceeds to a warning
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expressive of anxiety for the future, and concludes with a
powerful image of the destruction of the child, and with
her, of "our hopes." The logical structure of the stanza
leaves the poem as an open question, but the emotional
impact of the concluding lines has a convincing air of
resolution. Innocence, which has been framed and preserved
by artistic representation, remains accessible for
contemplation but unsustainable in life, life lived out in
the shade of Puritan conviction that the fate of each
individual is predetermined and judgment is impending.
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CHAPTER 3
"The Nymph complaining for the death of her Faun"
(I) Marvell's "Nymph" is a notoriously enigmatic
poem. It supports a variety of interpretations, but never
in an exclusive or entirely satisfactory way. Rosalie
Colie classes "The Nymph" among those poems which "should
(and, more important, can) be read in many different ways,
squinted at along many different angles of literary vision"
(x). Many readers have been tempted by the overtly
religious language of the first verse paragraph and the
deer and garden imagery, so strongly reminiscent of the
canticles, to read the poem as a Christian allegory. But,
in spite of the strongly suggestive imagery and allusions,
attempts to uncover a fully sustained Christian allegory in
the poem require some very difficult reconciliations. As-
John S.Coolidge indicates readers have found unmistakable
Christological associations in the arresting couplet:
There is not such another in
The World, to offer for their Sin.
(11. 23-24)
However, as Coolidge also points out:
any identification of the fawn with something
holy must encounter the disconcerting fact
that 'unconstant Sylvio' is the giver of the
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fawn, which, more embarrassingly still, might
in time have proved 'as false or more than
he. ' (12)
The nymph's declaration that the troopers cannot wash
away their guilt in the blood of the fawn has long been
equally disconcerting to readers attempting to uncover
Christian allegory in the poem. Coolidge comments that "As
she says this by way of enlarging on the absolute nature of
their guilt, she may easily be understood to be referring
to the fawn as the most efficacious sacrificial victim
conceivable," and her comment may easily be understood to
be a blasphemous denial of the "sufficiency of Christ's
atonement" (13).
The echoes of canticles have prompted some readers,
relying on the authority of contemporary Biblical glosses,
to propose a serious analogy between the love of the fawn
and the nymph and that of Christ and church (Flinker, 67).
Those same allusions suggest to Noam Flinker that the
familiar references, coming from the nymph herself, convey
her mounting hysteria and demonstrate the poet's ironic
perspective on her emotional excesses (69). Flinker also
proposes the possibility that Marvell intended the Nymph's
abuses of Biblical language to function as a critique of
the excessively literal allegorization of some of his
contemporaries (70).
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Such divergence in interpretation of imagery arising
from undisputed sources prompts Leo Spitzer to examine the
roles which structure, thought and psychology play, in
conjunction with imagery, to determine meaning (232). He
emphasizes function in the context of the poem over
source as arbiter of meaning. Discussing the rose and lily
imagery of the nYmph's garden and the concluding lines of
that section: "Had it livId long, it would have been /
Lillies without, Roses within" (11. 91-92), Spitzer says:
This sequence of images which climaxes in this
last 'witty' identification may have its
origins in the Song of Songs, but its function
here is the metamorphosis of the animal into a
paragon of virtues that are not found combined
even in a human being: the coolness of
virginal chastity and the flame of ardent
love. (237)
For Spitzer, the nYmph indirectly characterizes herself as
well as the fawn with her simple speech (232-233). They
both are "too sublime for this world of wantonness and
cruelty, both victims of their own purity" (241). The
witty images of metamorphosis in the poem, derived from
both classical and medieval Christian sources, merge to
express the "possibility of a miracle: the possibility of
moral or spiritual qualities becoming sensuously
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perceptible as though they were objects in outward nature"
(237). The stylistic contrast between the simple, direct
language the nYmph uses to descr ibe "the sadness of
disillusionment" and "the miraculous metamorphosis into
sensuous beauty [which] finds its expression in the mirages
of wit" gives "The NYmPh" its "particular tone" (243).
Yvonne L. Sandstroem departs from both the spiritual
and psychological approaches to the poem and proposes a
reading of "The NYmPh" as a political allegory, assigning
the fawn signification as "the Royal Martyr, Charles I"
(93-94). For Sandstroem, the primary significance of the
resonances from Biblical and mythic allusions are
subordinated to the political uses made of them at the
time. She establishes a tightly knit network of
correspondences between the images and events in "The
NYmPh" and contemporary events outside the frame of the
poem to define it as "an historical allegory of the
regicide" (105).
While Sandstroem's reading depends on correspondences
with external historical events to define a meaning for the
poem, Jonathan Goldberg maintains that the poem "defies
referentiality" and is "about its own deeply problematized
voice" (19-20). Goldberg traces the voice of the poem
(neither fully nYmph's nor fully poet's) through "four
modes of organizing speech" which "epitomize the major
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Renaissance genres available for handling loss," sonnet,
lyric poem, Spenserian allegory and epigram. The poem ends
with the a final relinquishment of the possibility of
reassembling a "vision of lost and original unity"
(Hartman, 191). The voice which will follow the fawn from
"a Garden of my own" to the fields of Elizium is:
merging into dissolution and loss,
transformed into text, ... to achieve what the
prospect of the garden held out: union in
death, on the page forever ... (Goldberg, 35)
The weeping statue engraving itself "is the image of the
text," form emerging from loss, "the dream of repletion and
union that can only be experienced in the wound of loss"
(36). The text receives voice as it is worn away by its
many readers. "The statue is the image of discursive space"
and the final lines of the poem, the "disowned
vocalization" of "For I would have thine Image be / White
as I can, though not as Thee" (11. 121-122) re-assert the
inadequacy of language to convey perfection:
Absence, denial, negation, loss: these are the
only presence, only source of the vast power
of the text to engage with the reader in the
production of meaning. (36)
Phoebe S. Spinrad reads the poem as "a psychologi::al
journey through the nYmph's mind ... a depiction of the human
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response to death" (53). For Spinrad, liThe thing lost is a
symbol of all loss--II (56), and the poem is a traditional
one, beautifully re-posing unanswerable questions about
transience and mutability (59). This interpretation, she
maintains, allows the weaving together of seemingly
unrelated readings to achieve coherence. spinrad follows
the nymph through a series of responses to the death of her
fawn which are easily identifiable as the stages of grief
and mourning as described by modern psychology, cUlminating
in the nymph's attempts to achieve permanence by
memorializing their love in the grave monument.
In this sampling of critical opinion responses range
from the psychologically structured analyses of spitzer and
Spinrad, to the tightly-knit historical correspondences of
Sandstroem's political allegory, to Goldberg's reading of
the poem· as a representation of rhetorical theory. The
readings offered by Goldberg and spinrad appear to be polar
opposites. Goldberg radically denies referentiality,
excluding all signification systems outside the frame of
th~ poem and proposing that the poem is only about
language. Spinrad is equally radical in her inclusiveness.
She finds room for a wide range of seemingly disparate
meanings under the rubric of loss, meanings which share an
II ageless and universal II pattern of :.uman response to loss.
The readings of these two apparently opposed scholars come
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of
Nymph complaining" as a poem:
together in their mutual conviction that loss gives rise to
art, and that art gives the human voice a further range
than the life of any individual.
(II) The full title, "The Nymph complaining for the
death of her Faun," clearly identifies the dramatic voice
of the poem as that of the nymph. Her words are variously
self-directed, addressed to the reader or, most frequently,
addressed to the dying fawn. Few critics have been willing
to identify the simple, naive voice of the nymph with her
sophisticated creator. Colie speaks of a "discrepancy
between speaker and feeling self" (125). Rees reads "The
)
I
in which a naive speaker tries tb make sense
sUffering in a ~~ed act of
contemplation .... the reader's own powers of
contemplation are put to the test, but in this
case the author withholds the formal
protection of dialogue or emblem, and the
authorial voice is silent. (72)
But is it? Marvell, like many of his contemporaries,
had inherited a fondness for dialogic form from his
Elizabethan predecessors who, in turn, had revived the
classical pastoral dialogue, a form much concerned with the
proper place of art in life (Leishman, 107). A medieval
tradition of dialogues between body and soul, which had
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originated in England and spread to the continent, returned
to England in the early seventeenth century (210- 211).
Dialogue had become conventional form for poets of the day,
and Marvell was a polished practitioner. "A Dialogue
between the Resolved Soul, and Created Pleasure"
demonstrates a standard dichotomy of voices working against
each other to illustrate a conventional moral: resistance
to earthly temptations will yield an everlasting reward. In
contrast, "A Dialogue Between the Soul and Body"
demonstrates a much more complex conversation between two
voices, voices within the consciousness of a man whose body
and soul are in conflict with each other though each is
aware of their inescapable interdependence. The latter
poem, with its acknowledgment of the paradoxical nature of
human existence, has a psychological verisimilitude lacking
in the first dialogue:
The Pestilence of Love does heat:
Or Hatred's hidden Ulcer eat.
Joy's chearful Madness does perplex:
Or Sorrow's other Madness vex.
Which Knowledge forces me to know;
And Memory will not foregoe.
What but a Soul could have the wit
To build me up for Sin so fit? (11. 35-42)
"The Nymph complaining" is clearly not a dialogue; no voice
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answers her "complaint" at any point in the poem. But we
can hear a polyphony of voices as she moves through the
process of adaptation to her loss. Read together, like the
internal voices of the "Dialogue Between the Soul and
Body," the composite impression of the nymph's voices
demonstrates a life-like psychological complexity. As we
hear the nymph naively trying out voices in her attempt to
adapt to the death of her fawn perhaps we can also hear an
echo of the poet's voice struggling to convert loss into
art.
Geoffrey H. Hartman maintains that:
Naivete of mood expressed in jeweled conceits
is, after all, Marvell's most distinctive
trait as author. Instead of arguing that the
nymph sees one thing and the poet ... another,
we must assume a greater unity between the
poet and his persona. But once we do this, the
nymph begins to appear as a Muse in little, a
figure created by the poet to mourn a lost
power, perhaps that of poetry itself. (176)
I will be suggesting that the nymph and her recollections
of the fawn are inseparable from each other and, finally,
from the poet himself. The underlying structure of the poem
is, undeniably, a response to loss, but more specifically,
it can be understood to be about a particular, internal
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loss (a poet's alienation from his inspirational
experience) and his search for a voice equal to expressing
both the beauty of that inspirational experience and the
seriousness of its loss.
Was there an identifiable external event in Marvell's
life which disrupted his ability or willingness to write
lyric poetry? The paucity of reliable biographical
material makes it unlikely that we will ever know who or
what the analogue to the "wanton Troopers" may have been in
the life of the poet. The word "Troopers" is the only
unequivocally topical reference and yet, it has central
importance to the poem. Hartman speaks of "the opening and
crucial event, the bloody fact which thrusts us into the
midst of, and itself on, this happy world ... " (189).
Although the Parliamentarian troopers are the immediate
cause of the death of the fawn and, arguably, of the nymph)
Marvell does not seem to build or support a partisan case
here. Rather, the sudden, violent intrusion of contemporary
reality into a semi-mythical pastoral world prompts
reflections of a larger kind, reflections on "the wanton
brutality which war gives rise to by its very nature ... the
crushing of what is gentle, delicate, and intimately
precious by the militant powers of the great world"
(Coolidge, 11).
The event is the intrusion of a historical
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into a pastoral world. Perhaps even more: is
not history here set fatally against poetry?
The problematic situation of the poet begins
to emerge. (189)
Perhaps the nymph's complaint is Marvell's own lament for a
quality of vision that could not flourish in "a world
turned upside down."
The first eight lines of the poem are spoken in the
naive voice of the nymph. Direct and simple in vocabulary
and diction, her words express shock and incomprehension of
the pointless destruction of innocence. She immediately
establishes a parallel between herself and the wounded
fawn. Neither of them has done nor would do the reckless
troopers any harm nor wish them ill (11. 4-8). This
parallel evolves into a merging of their identities which
is restated throughout the poem, most notably in the golden
vial of mixed tears intended for Diana's shrine (11. 101-
104) and the concluding image of the poem, the funeral
statue (11. 111-122). Following Spitzer's reading of lines
18-22, we see further evidence of their identity in the
nymph's conjecture that the troopers could not wash away
their sin even:
Though they should wash their guilty hands
In this warm life-blood, which doth part
From thine, and wound me to the Heart,
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(11. 18-20)
The nymph and the fawn are one; their bloods cannot be
separated without killing her.
Both nymph and fawn exist on the margins of the
ordinary. Her designation, which had originally referred to
a mythical woodland creature, had come by Marvell's time to
be a common (at least among poets) referent for a young
girl but, the word still conveyed its original connotation.
The fawn is clearly meant to be visualized as a young deer,
but the pastoral setting and the animal's extraordinary
qualities add resonance to the verbal echoes of a fawn/faun
pun. Each of them is half-real and half-myth. Hartman
discusses the significance of the faun\fawn pun, noting
that the mythical faun was "often identified with Pan" and
"associated with Sylvanus, a wood-god (sylvae, Sylvio)." He
calls the poet
a Pan who has created through the accepted
magic of poetry a middle-world pointing to
the ultimate reconciliation of Pagan and
Christian. His conciousness, like the nymph's
love, stands ideally beyond the division into
sacred and profane. (189)
The nymph and the fawn are complementary and necessary to
each other; their games of chase, hiding and metamorphosis
result in verbal realizations of mythical beauty, in lyric
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poems, in "The Nymph complaining."
If the nymph and the fawn are two parts of one poetic
consciousness, how are we meant to interpret the identity
of "Unconstant Sylvio?" The huntsman is paradoxically the
betrayer of the nymph's trust and the donor of the faithful
fawn. As Goldberg points out, his defection is the first
loss, and the "wound" from which voice arises: "pastoral
pathos is founded in the wound of privatation" (22). The
nymph irternalizes Sylvio' s betrayal. Her retrospective
description of Sylvio is formulated in his own stylized
Petrarchan language; she has appropriated the language of
her betrayer, even his clever puns: "Left me his Faun, but
took his Heart" (1. 36).
The nymph's first descriptions of the fawn at play are
also suggestive of Petrarchan poetic conventions: !,'For it
was full of sport; and light / Of foot, and heart; and did
invite, / Me to its game ... " (11. 41-43). The proximity of
the words "foot," "heart" and "game" suggest the Petrarchan
play of romantic words in measured metre. Goldberg
questions whether the nymph is intimating fears that the
fawn will imitate its master when she calls it "light / Of
foot and heart " (11. 41-42) or says "it seem'd to bless
itself in me " (11. 43-44). In the creative life of the
poet, Sylvia represents necessary loss, that loss which is
required to generate an attempt to replace the beloved with
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language. A Christian analogy could be made to the doctrine
of the fortunate fall. within the poem itself we have the
pagan analogy of Diana, goddess of all hunted creatures and
of the hunt. Necessary loss, a surrogate "heart" and a
conventionalized language with which to express herself are
Sylvio's gifts. He had possessed the coolly rational power
of objectification needed to balance the emotionalism of
the nymph and the lyric sensuality of the fawn. The nymph
and the fawn are vulnerable innocents without the
protection Sylvio should have offered to them.
Spitzer comments on the parallel between "unconstant
Sylvio" and the "ungentle men" who have shot the fawn
(234). There is a "parallelism in the Nymph's and the
animal's fate: both fall prey to wanton, cruel men" (235).
The nymph's first words seem to spring spontaneously
from her and simply express her initial shock and the
universal question in the face of loss: Why? As she
attempts to answer this question, she frames her thoughts
in theological language. The first hint of a shift in voice
lies in her self-consciously calling attention to the
simplicity of her prayers (1. 9). She proceeds to calIon
language and concepts which would seem to be outside the
ken of the simple speaker of the introductory eXClamation,
but she doesn't get it quite right, asking h")aven to
"forget" rather than forgive (1. 10). The notion that
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heaven would "forget" the murder of the fawn may actually
represent an attempt to bargain with God, allowing the
possibility that she believes that its death can be undone
if heaven "forgets." The offer to "Joyn" her tears
foreshadows the mingling of her tears with those of the
fawn later in the poem, but it also suggests that if she
can enjoin or stop her tears she can forestall grieving for
the fawn and recreate it in her memory, in language. She
makes what some have considered to be a blasphemous
comparison of the fawn to Christ, which can be read as
denying the redemptive efficacy of Christ's sacrifice (11.
18-22). Colie comments that the fawn is not a surrogate for
Christ:
the point is that for the Nymph, the loss is
incomparable, and therefore she uses language
Which, in the ordinary world, is suitable for
a far more important sacrifice and death.
(131)
The Nymph exhausts her ability to manipulate theological
language in the ambiguous and possibly illogical image of
the troopers washing their bloody hands in the blood of the
fawn and/or herself.
Her voice, as discussed earlier, takes on the
Petrarchan tones of Sylvio as she describes him and her
first experiences with the fawn. The poet pursues words and
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images much as the nymph enters into the fawn's game:
Thenceforth I set myself to play
My solitary time away,
With this: and very well content (11. 37-39)
The nymph somewhat enigmatically observes that when II it
seemed to bless / its self in me ll it compels her love (11.
43-44). A poet e~periences an analogous beatitude when his
diffuse sensations coalesce, and he is able to realize them
in a unique poetic form.
The nymph outgrows the constraints of Petrarchan
convention when she overcomes her doubts about the
constancy of the fawn:
Had it liv'd long, I do not know
Whether it too might have done so
As Sylvia did: his Gifts might be
Perhaps as false or more than he. (11. 47-50)
She turns her back on the falseness of stylized love (and
language) when she tells the fawn that she is IIsure ll :
Thy Love was far more better then
The love of false and cruel men. (11. 53-54)
Sylvio had brought the fawn to her IITy'd in this silver
Chain and Bell II (1. 28). The demonstrative "this ll may
suggest that she holds or points to the former restraint as
she speaks, indicating the freedom which she has granted to
her surrogate lover, her II hart . II The nymph's language
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takes on a mounting lyricism as she describes the growth
and nurture of her pet, now unbridled, and their idyll in
her garden. She does not abandon Petrarchisms but uses them
now with much greater freedom to express a true concord.
Images of miraculous metamorphosis begin to
characterize the fawn as when the nymph pays a compliment
to its purity:
with sweetest milk, and sugar, first
I it at mine own fingers nurst.
And as it grew, so every day
It wax'd more white and sweet than they.
(11. 55-58)
The reader cannot be sure if the antecedent for "they" is
the milk and sugar or the nymph's fingers. The whiteness
and softness of the fawn's "foot" surpasses that of her
mistress's hand, "NAY, any Ladies of the Land" (1. 62).
The contrast between the fawn and the ladies in the land
(including the nymph) is the contrast between ideal and
material beauties. Marvell focuses on the feet of the fawn
as emblematic of its purity and beauty, again strongly
suggesting a connection between the fawn and and the "feet"
of poetry. The nymph's elegiac voice describes the wondrous
fleetness of the fawn running on "those little silver
feet." The silver has been transferred from the restraining
chain and bell to the feet of the fawn, now free to run
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"with a pretty skipping grace." In its teasing challenges,
we can see a figure for the composition of poetry, the
reaching out for ideas and music which recede, return,
recede ... (ll. 63-70).
The nymph's garden :is a reflection of her mind,
modeled on the classical hortus mentis; its lilies and
roses are emblematic of her qualities and experiences, yet
their symbolic meaning is far from fixed. In fact, the
nymph's description of her garden as overgrown and
resembling a wilderness supports the idea that many
meanings for these flowers, even contradictory meanings,
may be entertained simultaneously, just as the mind may
entertain many conflicting thoughts. The inescapable
resonances from Song of Songs extend the lyrical depth of
the garden passage but do little to ,isolate symbolic
meanings. The allegorical significance of the Biblical book
itself had already been the sUbject of controversy for
centuries (Pope, 87). Spinrad points out that "the imagery
in the Song of Songs is also common to a certain type of
love literature, and to claim religious significance for it
wherever it occurs is to reason backward" (52).
Lilies and roses have a long history of symbolic use,
and Rees says that the reader has to "guess" what they
signify in the poem. If they are to be contrasted with each
other, the red roses of passion offset the white of purity
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and virginity. If they are to be taken together, they are
the flowers of love and beauty which may be sacred or
profane. The roses which seem to make the fawn's lip bleed
and the lilies that enfold it like a shroud may be
reminders of mortality and transience (Rees, 78).
Abraham sees in the flowers the alchemists traditional
designation for the red and white elixirs projected on the
"mercurial" fawn (recalling the quick, silver feet of the
fawn) intended to create gold (293). D.C. Allen suggests
that: "The colors white and red suggest modesty and
innocence, but both flowers possess the common implication
of brevity, of the short lives of the nYmph and her fawn"
(110) .
Allen calls the garden of roses and lilies a "history
of the nYmph's inner life" and notes that:
the fawn, the amorous sUbstitute, becomes part
,
of the girl's self and blends into the flowers
with a sort of invisibility. It loses itself,
a bank of lilies in "the flaxen Lillies shade";
a white thought in a white shade. (108)
This is another game of elusiveness, another example of the
difficulty of finding form adequate to express a
transcendent beauty. The fawn rises from the bank of lilies
like a sudden inspiration in the mind of a poet.
The fawn, first nursed on milk and sugar from the
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nymph's fingers, now delights to feed on her roses. The
fawn's kiss expresses a poetic ~ransformation of the ideal
to the real. For the thorned flowers have made the fawn's
mouth only seem to bleed, and yet when it kissed her, it
would "print those roses on my lip" (11. 83-86). The fawn
has given back to the nymph the image of her roses from
lips that can carry no real stain. That rose, printed on
the lip of the nymph, seals her recollection of their time
together. She realizes that it has died: "Had it lived
long, it would have been / Lillies without, Roses within"
(11. 91-92). Had it lived long it would have been a kind of
poetic perfection, as passionate as it is pure, the kind of
poem, in fact, which the nymph has spoken here.
Leishman contrasts the relative poverty of the nymph's
imitative Petrarchisms in her descriptions of Sylvio and
her initial encounters with the fawn with the originality
and richness of the language she uses to describe her idyll
with the fawn in the garden passage. The nymph's
description of her garden is characterized by
an intense and precise visualization of
things obviously beautiful, and, on the other
hand, a presentation of these things, in a
terse and almost epigrammatic way, with
sudden and surprising contrasts and
juxtapositions. (157)
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That passage closes as the nymph's reverie is interrupted
by a sudden and immediate realization of the fawn's death.
The nymph, deprived of the lyric inspiration represented by
the companionship of the fawn, dramatically changes voice.
Her .first response is a reversion to the simple,
direct and passionate speech which had opened the poem: "0
help! 0 help! I see it faint: / And dye as calmely as a
I
Saint" (11. 93-94). In her extended description of the
tears of the dying fawn she creates, in a poetry of
allusion, a visual sensation of the miraculous (11. 93-
100). The fawn's tears drop in slow motion, as though time
paused for them. The several comparisons of the fawn's
"sad, slowly, dropping" tears to the "Gumme" of trees draw
on Christian and classical imagery. "The Holy Frankincense"
was used in church ritual; the "wounded Balsome," a
fragrant evergreen, is symbolic of everlastingness and
weeps a medicinal gum. The gum/tear analogy culminates in
lines 99-100: "The brotherless Heliades / Melt in such
amber tears as these," an image in which she foreshadows
her own transformation into a perpetually grieving object.
Similarly, the golden vial of the fawn's crystal tears
mixed with her own and intended as an offering to Diana
r •presage the eventual reunlon of the nymph and her fawn.
(11. 101-104). Here, her voice resumes the E~nipulation of
received meanings, both Christian and classical. The death
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of the fawn has deprived the nymph of the direct lyricism
of the garden passage. Much as she relied on theological
language to describe her loss after the wounding of the
fawn and appropriation of Petrarchan convention when sylvio
abandoned her, she now depends on a pastiche of poetic
conventions to describe her loss in the wake of the fawn's
death.
The language of the next stanza is remarkable for the
absence of either that fluid, enigmatic lyricism
characteristic of the garden sequence or the effective and
witty use of allusion in the tear imagery that succeeds it:
Now my Sweet Faun is vanish'd to
Whether the Swans and Turtles go:
In fair Elizium to endure,
with milk-white Lambs, and Ermins pure.
(11. 105-08)
The images are absolutely conventional, with no
individuating grace. Rees says the passage "scarcely
engages the imagination, confined as it is to token emblems
of faithful love, innocence and purity" (80). The word
"endure" suggests not only the continued existence of the
fawn but also the hardening of language into lifeless
convention.
Her tone becomes de~ermined, almost business-like, as
she sets about ordering a grave monument for the fawn,
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which will also be a monument for herself. This weeping
statue participates in the allusive wit of the initial tear
imagery (11. 93-100). The nymph declares that, Niobe-like:
That I shall weep though I be stone:
until my Tears, still dropping, wear
My breast, themselves engraving there.
(11. 116-118)
The nymph has been criticized for placing the fawn at her
feet after having praised it for virtues which exceeded her
own (Burke, 81). But the fawn's position in the monument
conveys an intrinsic limitation of the sculptor's art. He
cannot show the elastic quality of the bond between them,
the sculpted representation of the ever-running and ever-
returning fawn must be in a fixed position. The last four
lines explicitly convey the inadequacy of artistic
representation:
There at my feet shall thou be laid,
of purest Alabaster made:
For I would have thine Image be
White as I can, though not as Thee.
(11. 119-122)
In spite of the emotional power in the image of a weeping
statue carving itself, the ending of the poem is curiously
unsa~isfying. "For choosing death instead of life,
replacing nature with art, the Nymph has been found guilty
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of ultimate spiritual failure" (Rees, 81). Yet, it is only
through art that memory, with feeling, can be perpetuate~.
Abraham notes that "some commentators have found this
conclusion enigmatic, unsatisfying, and somehow incomplete"
(291). She proposes an alchemic sequence that co-exists
with the chronological and emotional sequences of the poem
but is not identical with them. She elaborates a system of
alchemical emblems and beliefs she finds sYmbolized in the
poem. For her, the climax of the alchemical sequence is in
the garden where the white and red elixirs of alchemy are
proj ected onto mercury ("the mercurial fawn"). "In alchemy
that which is cold and white is completed by that which is
warm and red." By ending the poem with cold, white stone a
longing is created to return to "the projection of the
roses and lilies" in the garden (293-294). In a similar
way, the poetic inadequacies of the conclusion direct the
reader to return to the nymph's garden where the envisioned
metamorphosis of "lillies without, Roses within" creates
lyric gold.
The Nymph's native voice, which we hear in the opening
lines and at the end of the garden passage, is too naive to
move beyond expression of the barest facts and simplest
expression of her anguish. Her first attempt to extend her
expressive resources is an appropriation of theological
language which is more dramatic than consistent with her
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apparent nature. She goes on to an appropriation of
Sylvio's Petrarchan style of speech. Later, having learned
to trust the fawn, her Petrarchisms begin to glow with true
feeling. Now her voice, informed by classical images of
metamorphosis and images from the passionate Song of Songs,
achieves its full lyric potential. with the death of the
fawn, the nymph is deprived of the direct lyric inspiration
it had provided to her, but retaining wit, she falls back
on the manipulation of received images to convey her grief.
The eventual stiffening and conventionalizing of language
at the end of the poem suggests that, finally, the nymph
withdraws from the attempt to express her grief in
language, withdraws, in fact, from life.
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CHAPTER 4
"The Garden"
(I) David Kalstone considers the voice of "The
Garden" to be unusual among the speakers of pastoral poetry
for seeming to be "fully at rest with pastoral's
recuperative powers" (187). Richard Burke agrees that,
like the narrator of "Appleton House," the narrator of "The
Garden" recognizes the distance between nature and himself
and is therefore able to "retreat to nature to extract what
I
values [he] can from the green world" (82). But unlike the
speaker of the longer poem, who " is seen in the act of
discovering them... the poet in 'The Garden' seems sure of
the values of solitude throughout the poem" (83). This
speaker recognizes from the first that "'The Garden' is a
place of regeneration, not a place of final dwelling"
(82). Burke finds dynamic and regenerative closure in the
final image as the speaker returns to the world of "human
structures" where the '" skilful Gardener' carefully
arranges the natural," composing a floral dial of natural
elements to measure time in man's artificial terms, in
clock time (88).
While Burke praises the speaker of "The Garden" for
his recognition of the gap between himself and nature,
Cederic Watts prizes the poem for its concise expression of
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the poet's ability to blend self-protectively with his
surroundings. Such transformation depends on. the poet's
ability to rewrite myth, history, nature, and human nature.
In "The Garden" the fall of man is softened; its dire
consequences averted (24). Likewise, the gentled Ovidian
myth offers a revised myth, "a benign myth of an innocent
pursuit which merges successfully the human with the
natural" (30). Watts reads the much debated lines,
"Annihilating all that's made / To a green Thought in a
green Shade" (11. 47-48) as a chameleon image:
Green against green doesn't show up. The poet
imagined himself imagining a whole creation;
... in the mind of a poet sitting in a green
shade, merging with an innocent background
so the poet and the creation he imagines are
healingly merged with nature seen as freed
from taint and threat. (25)
Watts sees this chameleon image as a key to understanding
the famous inconsistencies and paradoxes in the life and
writings of Marvell and "The Garden" as one of Marvell's
best uses of it.
Cleanth Brooks makes an unusual juxtaposition of "To
His Coy Mistress" and "The Garden." He proposes that we
think of the narrators of these very different poems, each
concerned in his own way with "the theme of time in
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relation to eternity," as one speaker in two very different
dramatic situations (219). This critical exercise allows us
to imagine the enormous, surprised joy felt by the speaker
of "The Garden" on entering the presence of Quiet and
Innocence as a contrast to the desperate tone of the other
poem. Brooks sees the speaker shifting from contemplation
of human folly to a full surrender to nature leading to a
brief experience of transcendence. Brooks interprets the
ecstatic experiences at the center of "The Garden" in
spiritual terms, as glimpses into eternity. The narrator
never fails to understand that these experiences are self-
limited. Brooks highly values Marvell's
grasp on common sense and reality. The man in
the garden has given himself up wholly to the
garden's cool shade because it offers a
blessed respite•... But we may be sure that he
will not try to overstay his hour or so of
bliss. (224)
"The Garden" ends then, as it must, with the speaker's re-
entry into the world of time. He returns refreshed by a
vision of "eternity in a realm of joy that no earthly
garden can do more than suggest" (227). The critic sees the
poet successfully assimilating, in dramatic form, a
knowledge of classical philosophy and literary forms with
Christian theology (228). By reading "The Garden" as a
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spiritual journey and examining it in conjunction with
Marvell's powerful carpe diem poem, Brooks attempts to
defend the poet against those who consider him to have been
"a man who was unable to make up his mind or a waverer
between commitments or a trimmer." Brooks believes that
the poems can prove to us that Marvell was, instead, a poet
whose goal was
to develop, as far as is possible, a synthesis
that will take the whole of human experience--
animal and rational, active and contemplative,
playful and sober, hawk and singing bird--into
account. (228)
Christine Rees challenges the assumption made by many
modern readers that '" The Garden' is an interlude poem,
signifying a temporary and self-consciously fantasising
withdrawal on the poet's part" and also questions the
implicit idea that the poet accepts "the necessity of the
return to the 'real world'" (196). Instead, she reads "The
Garden" as a place where the lives of pleasure,
contemplation and action are no longer competing with each
other but co-exist simultaneously in proper proportion to
each other (187). The classic dilemma between the life of
activity and the life of contemplation is shown to be
unnecessary as "cor."':emplation turns out indeed to be a kind
of activity, a seeking out and matching up of ideas and
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forms" (188). Rees, like Brooks, notes that the soul does
not venture far when it casts "the Bodies Vest aside." It
remains within the garden, within nature and "its delight
is poured out in song" in a stanza constructed around
imagery as suggestive of poetic inspiration as it is of
spiritual transcendence (190).
Among the several. ways Rees offers to read the
emergence from the garden is the suggestion that "the
skilful Gardener" and "th' industrious Bee" reflect the
deliberative craft of poetry, a necessary complement to
transcendent inspirational experiences. She warns against
attempts to read the poem in relation to Marvell's ultimate
choice of a pUblic life, reminding us that the traditional
ascription of many of the lyrics, including "The Garden,"
to the time of his employment at Nun Appleton in the early
1650s has never been unequivocally proven. The poem remains
undated and must "stand by the choices made" within it
(196).
Allan Pritchard proposes a number of reasons to
believe that "The Garden" was written much later than is
generally believed. He relies primarily on evidence that
Marvell was influenced by Katherine Philips' Poems (1667)
and Abraham Cowley's Several Discourses by Way of Essays,
in Verse and Prose, first pUblished in his Works (1668)
(371). Pritchard works through "The Garden" demonstrating
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numerous instances of these influences. He also discusses
Cowley's actual and controversial retirement and the
influence it may have had on Marvell. Additionally, he
points out that the early-to-middle 1660s was a time of
renewed concern with "the ancient debate about the claims
of the contemplative as opposed to the active life" (382).
If Marvell wrote the poem at the later date it is
possible that a large part of the stimulus for the poem
came out of a desire
to measure himself against the tradition, to
write a single poem that would both comprehend
and transcend the other poems, standing in a
similar relation to them as 'To His Coy
Mistress' does to earlier poems on the carpe
diem theme, and 'On a Drop of Dew' does to
earlier emblem poems. (373)
If we revise our ideas about the date of composition for
"The Garden" we will need to be open to similar revisions
in our ideas about the other poems. Pritchard suggests that
it may be time for such a change, time to question Romantic
assumptions "that lyric power dies early" and give more
attention to Marvell's "sense of the distinction between
genres" (387).
Culie discusses the poem as an experiment in genera
mixta in which traditional language is compressed into
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remarkably small units and manipulated between and within
individual stanzas. "The conspicuously diminished images,
evoking the traditional ideas which belong with such
language, exist in a highly charged emptiness" (154) .
Traditional expectations are first evoked, and then
undercut, creating uncertainties for the readers, hiatus in
the poem.
Colie explores Marvell's use of puns which she
believes are crucial balancing elements in the poem,
mUltiplying meanings not as "objectively separable" but "as
shaded ... along a gamut" (152). Marvell's puns are, like
all words, inadequate to express experience and yet capable
of magical recreation, "call [ing] upon memory and
imagination to flesh out the hints and suggestions they
supply" (151):
In this poem, the puns transcend and
annihilate, expand and contract to afford at
the smallest scale within the poem an example,
in etymological terms, of withdrawal and
emergence, the poem's principal theme. (152)
(II) The first stanza of "The Garden" clearly invokes
the classical debate between the virtues of retirement and
those of the active or public life. Intricate word play
immediately establishes the voice of the narrator as that
of a man who has definitively chosen the life of
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contemplation over the life of action. His commentary on
the opposing choices makes it clear that his is not the
voice of an innocent; he has personally surveyed the
consequences of worldly ambition. The use of the word
"vainly" suggests that he finds the projects of men who
choose to compete for pUblic distinctions futile and the
men themselves, excessively proud. Both meanings are
strengthened by the familiar association of the word
"vanity" with its use in Ecclesiastes.
The reflexive phrase "themselves amaze" contains at
least three discrete but related meanings. These men may
"amaze" themselves in the sense of causing wonder or
surprise, confuse themselves by entanglement in the
weltering maze of public life or make themselves dull. The
connotation of blunting or dUlling is re-enforced
immediately by the images of limitation suggested in the
"single Herb or Tree" which casts a "short and narrow
verged Shade." "Among other things, the word ' single'
points to the fact that professional choice narrows down a
man, reduces his total potentiality, scales him down from
his full self to 'a short and narrow verged shade'" (Colie,
155). The word "verge" also has mUltiple connotations of
limitation including associations with its meaning as a
precipitous boundary and with notions of political
jurisdiction, related to its meaning as a symbol of office
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or authority. The sense of delimitation associated with the
use of the word "shade" here is in vehement contrast with
its resonant use in stanza six.
Colie points out the potential for mUltiple meanings
created by the juxtaposition of "toyles" and "upbraids."
The words may refer to "uncessant labor" with a connotation
of reproach and, also suggest the plaiting of the
traditional honorific wreaths (148). The stanza ends with
the speaker's presentation of his choice, "the Garlands of
repose." The inclusiveness of these garlands in contrast to
the monothematic "Palm, Oke or Bayes" is clear. Perhaps
less immediately apparent is the active role the speaker
ascribes to nature: "While all Flow' rs and all Trees do
close / To weave the Garlands of repose" (11. 7-8). This
seems to hint at the nearly aggressive role nature will
play in stanza five. The word "close" may be used to
describe a sequestered place for prayer or meditation.
Because the word also suggests a hidden and protected place
or a piece of land held as private property, the "Garlands
of repose" may be thought of as actual or metaphoric
gardens, enclosed places of natural beauty where solitude
is possible. The garden experience is in some sense self-
sufficient--the garden is its own reward in contrast to the
"Palm, the Oke, or Bayes" which are extrinsic, symbolic
rewards for deeds accomplished.
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The second stanza, a direct address to "Fair Quiet,"
asserts the fruitfulness of solitude. Once more the poet
contrasts the futility of public life with the pleasures of
the solitary mind. Here again he establishes himself as a
man of experience, making an informed choice: "Mistaken
long, I sought you then / In busie Companies of Men" (11.
11-12). The association between ideas and sensations in
repose (Fair Quiet I s "sacred plants ll ) and a garden of
natural plants is made explicit. The solitary mind must be
connected with natural cycles of growth in order to nourish
itself. Marvell describes this state of mind with
unexpected sensuality as nthis delicious solitude."
Colie points out the logical absurdities of the search
for Quiet and Innocence among "busie Companies of Men ll and
the paradoxical quality of the defense of solitude IIsince
no one seriously questioned the moral and spiritual values
of withdrawal, solitary contemplation, speculation... "
(157). She considers the speaker to be a naif or faux-naif,
"a traditional pastoral character, the unspoilt and artless
observer whose uncritical comments on what he sees turn
out, often, to be very cunning" (157). The use of such a
character as the speaker emphasizes the pastoral elements
underlying this eclectic poem, its central concerns with
art and nature (157). The narrator as faux-naive also
serves to remind us, again, that the apparent "debate" in
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this poem was actually resolved before the first line. The
paradoxical tone which characterizes most of the rest of
the poem begins here. "Yet if skepticism is suspended, the
effect of the poetry is that of joyous revelation, a weary
quest consummated. Quiet and Innocence, so long elusive,
manifest themselves as the sister graces of the garden,
like something out of Spenser" (Rees, 182). The voice of
the narrator records the miraculous and the metamorphic
events within the garden without the anxiety of the
narrator of "Little T.C." or the fragmented emotional
excesses of the nymph in "The Nymph complaining."
The sense of paradox continues in the third stanza
which contains Marvell's famous rejection of feminine
pulchritude in favor of the beauty of trees: "No white nor
red was ever seen / So am'rous as this lovely green" (11.
17-18). The "Fond lovers" are fond (affectionate) towards
their mistresses and fond (foolish) in their habits. They
injure the trees by cutting their mistresses' names into
them. The speaker declares his intentions to the trees:
"Fair Trees! where s' eer your barkes I wound, / No Name
shall but your own be found" (11. 23-24). Although the
narrator admits to wounding the trees, his actions are
clearly meant to represent a strongly positive contrast to
the actions of the lovers. Cutting into t~e trees is not,
as we may have thought initially, their transgression.
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Rather, their crime is the improper labeling of the trees
by application of the mistresses' names instead of the
trees' own names. The speaker's actions, on the other hand,
seem to be sanctioned by the traditions of right-naming and
attempts to restore of Adamic language. In this stanza the
speaker identifies himself, not as a misogynist, but as a
poet concerned with the proper correspondences between sign
and signified, a poet working towards the re-creation of
lost perfection in the tradition of Sidney's Apologie for
Poetrie, assimilating "pagan notions of poetic inspiration"
into a "biblical framework" (Ferry, 133-34).
Marvell extends his image of the passionate
appreciation of trees in apparent preference to mortal
females when, in the fourth stanza, he re-writes Ovid. He
/
makes the natural objects (laurel and reed) the original
motives for the pursuits of Daphne and Syrinx by Apollo and
Pan. The opening couplet of this stanza, "When we have run
our Passions heat, / Love hither makes his best retreat,"
should remind us that the poet is not denying the
significance of passion but rather, having tested its
limits, is recognizing its proper place (11. 25-26).
Passion is subordinate to both nature and art whether the
laurel and reed are loved for themselves (as Rees suggests)
or for the poetry an~ music which they emblematize. But
passion cannot be entirely disregarded. The images
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associating passion with heat which began with the lovers'
cruel "Flame" merge with racing images, "when we have run
our Passions heat," and the gods' pursuit of the maids.
The punning on "race" reminds us that the transformation of
the maids marks the end of their ability to propagate their
own kind. Chase, passion, and future generations all are
metamorphosed when "The Gods, that mortal Beauty chase, /
still in a Tree did end their race" (11. 25-26).
The eighth stanza parallels the fourth in several
important ways and the two revised myths seem to border the
garden. This is another rewritten myth in support of the
speaker's defense of solitude. Here it is the story of
Genesis which is turned topsy-turvy: "Adam did not have Eve
thrust upon him, but chose to give existence to her, with
the results known to every mortal in Christendom" (Colie,
167). The premise of the re-written Ovidian myth is
choice-the gods intended the girls to become art (or,
depending on your reading, natural objects inspiring art).
In a contrary fashion, choice is taken away from Adam:
"t'was beyond a Mortal's share / To wander solitary there"
(11. 60-61) (Rees, 194). Propagation of the race is insured
through the agency of a reluctant Adam.
The new Ovidian myth leads deeper into the garden
where expectations are constantly surprised. In the fifth,
sixth and seventh stanzas, body, mind and spirit each find
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ecstatic experiences. These experiences comprise a
paradisal sensation of holistic oneness with nature that
becomes an inspiration for art, integrating sensual,
intellectual and spiritual experiences of transcendence.
"In 'The Garden' love of nature heals and integrates man
without denying the fact of his composite being. This
'wondr' ous Life'... offers an image of completeness and
joy" (186).
The final end rhyme of stanza four, "speed/Reed" flows
over into the opening couplet of stanza five: "What
wond'rous Life in this I lead!" (11. 33). Grammar and a
sense of immediacy demand a present tense reading of "lead"
consistent with the use of present tense throughout the
stanza. This unusual intrastanzaic rhyme, with the word
"speed" preceding it, creates a sensation of cascading from
one stanza to the next, very appropriate to the voluptuous
passivity cultivated within it. The sensuality of the
language is extraordinary. Cederic watts says: "Merely to
sound the phrases --'Luscious Clusters ... crush' -- is for
the reader a sinlessly subtle oral intercourse" (30).
Watts compares Marvell's transformation of the Ovidian
story into "a benign myth of an innocent pursuit which
merges successfully the human with the natural" to nature's
sensual but innocent embrace of the speaker. "The body of
nature offers the voluptuous and exotic pleasures of the
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sexual but without any possibility of sin" (30). The
apples are not taken off the trees but drop from them. The
speaker's fall is not the core tragedy of human existence
but soft, painless, and suggestive of the color of renewal:
"Insnar'd with Flow'rs, I fallon Grass" (1. 40).
Tl}e meaning of the opening lines of stanza six has
been debated but seems to me to follow very logically:
"Mean while" (simultaneously with the sensual pleasures
being experienced by the body) the mind pulls away from
those same sensual pleasures and "into its [characteristic]
happiness." "The use of "mean while" underlines the
totality of the experience which simultaneously involves
both body and mind" (Rees, 188). The ranking of the body's
pleasure as less than the happiness of the mind is
traditional and certainly not a blanket condemnation of the
former (Rees, 188).
The happiness of the mind resembles, in some ways, the
pleasures of the body. "Just as the garden comes to meet
the body, so the universe ... comes to meet the mind--'The
Mind, that Ocean where each kind / Does streight its own
resemblance find'" (11. 43-44; Rees, 188). But the
happiness of the poet's mind is not completed in lining up
correspondences, he must go beyond "these" to actively
create: "Yet it creates, transcending these, / Far other
Worlds, and other Seas" (11. 45-46). Rees cites the
7CJ
distinction Francis Bacon makes between the processes of
reason and those of poetry. Reason bends the mind to
conform with nature while poetry has a resemblance to the
divine in its ability to accommodate the nature of things
to the desires of the mind (189). This distinction may help
in approaching the imposing enigma of this stanza's final
couplet: "Annihilating all that's made / To a green Thought
in a green Shade" (11. 47-48).
Poetic creation begins with contemplation of rational
correspondences and nature ("all that's made") but
transcends "these" by reshaping them "to the desires of the
mind," a process which necessarily "annihilates" their
original forms (within his mind and art):
Neither the transcendence nor the annihilation
are absolute. What happens is not the cutting
loose of the mind... but its anchorage in
nature, the wonderful interpenetration of
God's creation and man's in which each shares
the epithet 'green.' (Rees, 189)
In the shade of God's created nature and of the ever green
traditions of poetic language which preceded our speaker,
he contemplates an inspiration which may grow, flower,
fruit and renew itself with the seasons, "a green thought."
The necessary and intimate connection between the
inspired poet and nature is expressed in his further
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description of the enabling environment where his soul
briefly leaves his body. The "Fountains sliding foot ll
represents the slippery ground surrounding a natural
spring. This image easily suggests the nurturing qualities
of nature, or possibly, in conjunction with the fruit
trees, the male component of an image of generation. That
the fruit trees are generic, "some Fruit -trees," again
suggests the inclusiveness of "the Garlands of repose." The
"mossy root" provides another image of greenness. Moss
grows in shade and, since it is slow growing, is associated
with extended passages of natural time. The roots reach
into earth to nurture the tree which supports the poet's
bird-like soul as it sings and preens. The bird, a sYmbol
for the soul since the time of Plato, while it leaves the
body, does not leave the garden. This excursion, however
exquisite, is only preparation "for longer flight" (Colie,
165). Longer flight must certainly mean the soul's journey
to an eternal paradise but may also encompass the
suggestion that: "In terms of poetic choices, , longer
flight' could refer to epic, the height of literary
endeavor, in contradistinction to the shorter flights of
pastoral and lyric" (Rees, 191).
The bird-qua-soul singing in the boughs can easily be
understood to be a poet. The bird's whetting and combing of
his "silver Wings" represents both the poet's plumes (pens)
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and his silver tongue. The delicate and mysteriously
inverted image of the bird "Wave [ ing] in its Plumes the
various Light" recalls the mind's ability to metamorphose
natural reality into artistic reality. The poet's artistry
can also manipulate spiritual realities and incorporate
them into its display. "And, till prepar'd for longer
flight, / Waves in its Plumes the various Light" suggests
that the soul's poetic activity is a kind of sublunary
rehearsal for heavenly flight (11. 57-58).
The fourth stanza freezes time and suspends natural
reality. If it serves as an entrance gate into the poet's
garden --"Love hither makes his best retreat,"--the eighth
stanza is the exit gate--"Such was that happy Garden-
state"-- acknowledging that the ecstatic experience is
inherently a limited one. The speaker I s "t 'was beyond a
Mortal's share / To wander solitary there" does not
necessarily brand him as an entirely atrocious misogynist
(11. 61-62). Eve seems to be regretted as much for her
otherness as for her femaleness. Imagining the first garden
free of any companion allows him to remove himself as far
as is conceptually possible from the fallen state of man
and intensifies the emotional impact of his regret. The
final paradox of the poem, "Two Paradises 'twere in one /
To live in Paradise alone," gives way to irony as the
unhappy poet, expelled from one garden, emerges into
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another (11. 63-64).
This new garden is notable for the complete absence of
the paradoxical and enigmatic imagery which had
characterized the garden at the center of the poem. Tropes
are skillfully laid out in traditional patterns and
fulfilled in an orderly fashion. "The skilful Gardener" may
be a botanically gifted human, a poet or God. The "Dial
new" may be a floral horologe, poetry, or a day. Or, of
course, the meanings may be layered within each other since
they do not oppose each other. The sense of a natural
orderliness dominates. The measurable quality of time is
expressed in the images of the dial, the "Zodiack," the bee
who "computes its time as well as we" and the final
couplet: "How could such sweet and wholsome Hours / Be
reckon'd but with herbs and flow'rs!" (11. 71-72). This
sense of order, design and fulfilled expectation could not
be a stronger contrast to the earlier parts of the poem,
dominated by surprise, enigma and paradox expressing the
poet's inspirational experiences of seeming timelessness.
But creating poems is only partly inspiration and the
images of order may also serve to describe the other part
of the poetic process. Like the gardener, the poet arranges
and designs. At least since Virgil, the bee too has been a
traditional sYmLvl for the poet. It gathers and
converts materials first to itself, then to a
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wonderful artifice, its palace and honeycomb,
where its sweetness is to be stored, as
sweetness is stored in the cellular, separate
stanzas of the poem. (Colie, 174)
The emphasis in the last stanza on orderly cultivation
provides a counterweight to the narrator's seemingly
blanket rej ection of the life of activity in the first
stanza. A new vision of the life of activity has supplanted
the struggle for worldly achievement. The activity of
poetic creation (figured here in the images of cultivation
and growth) completes the experiences of poetic
inspiration. Many readers assume that the poet's emergence
into this more orderly, "real" garden expresses a rejection
of the earlier "fantastic" garden experiences. But rather
than supplanting his personal inspirational experiences,
the well ordered garden provides the poet with the
structures, the poetic and philosophical traditions, with
which to make his beautiful attempts to express the
inexpressible. Attempts made, not for laurels, but for "the
Garlands of Repose."
In "The Picture of Little T. C. in a Prospect of
Flowers" we hear an anxious narrator struggling to maintain
distance from an inspirational vision of a young girl
surrounded by flowers, shifting between his immediate
perceptions of her innocence and his proj ections of her
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future. As he imagines T.e. gaining experience, he imagines
himself losing vitality, experiencing an unspecified menace.
This girl's loss of innocence affects the poet/narrator so
profoundly because he has found, in her, a connection with
his culture's primary authority for poetry. Eventually, the
threat becomes universal; the fate of the girl and "all our
hopes" are inextricably linked. The poem which began as an
emblem of innocence has "grown-up" to become an emblem of
eschatological uncertainty.
In "The NYmph complaining" we hear a narrator, who is
unable to accept the loss of a beloved pet, attempt to
extend her native and naive expressive potential by
appropriation of the languages of others. Her only fully
successful lyric expression is achieved in her loving union
with the fawn. With the death of the fawn, she loses her
capacity for lyricism and chooses death. She leaves behind
a monument that is, in itself, unsatisfying but which leads
back to the lyrical beauty of the brief time shared by the
nYmph and the fawn.
The narrator of "The Garden" is gifted with a rare kind
of balance, lacking in the others, the ability to abandon
himself to an experience of transcendent and timeless beauty
coupled with the ability to recover himself and a place in
the world.
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